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Integrative and conjugative elements or ICEs are mobile genetic elements found in host bacterial chromosomes and typically carry cargo 

genes that benefit the host [1]. At least two such mobile genetic elements can be observed in certain strains of Bacillus subtilis 

– the integrative and conjugative element ICEBs1 [2,3], and the temperate phage SPß [4]. The spbK gene in ICEBs1 

inhibits the production of active SPß. Its gene product, BsSPBK1, contains a TIR domain that is necessary for function 

[5]. TIR domains are found in plants, animals, archaea, and bacteria, and are known to show NADase activity [6]. This 

suggests that BsSPBK1 could also be an NADase effector, eliciting abortive infection that leads to cell death. The 

abortive infection depends on the SPß gene yonE, where co-expression of spbK and yonE inhibits the growth of host 

cells [5]. The exact function of yonE is not known yet. Its encoded protein, YonE, shares similarity with viral capsid 

portal proteins. Portal proteins are important components of many dsDNA viruses as they control genome packaging 

and capsid assembly [7]. They usually assemble as dodecamers and provide a channel for bidirectional passage of viral 

DNA. 

 

The mechanism of how YonE and BsSPBK1 trigger an antiphage response is poorly understood. In this study, we want 

to confirm if BsSPBK1 has NADase activity and characterize if this is modulated by YonE. To this end, we have 

successfully expressed full-length, N-, and C-terminally truncated constructs of YonE, and preliminary cryoEM data 

suggest that YonE assembles into a dodecamer as expected for portal proteins. BsSPBK1 has proven challenging to 

express, and currently we are trying solubility tags such as Maltose-binding protein (MBP) to facilitate the process. Co-

expression strategies with YonE are also being explored. 
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